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ABSTRACT

Despite previous genre studies investigating various professional report genres in different contexts, disciplines and languages, professional report genre in forestry discipline remains the least explored, particularly from a Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) perspective. To date, limited findings were reported on how Malay language is used in forestry professional context. This study explored the elements that constitute the generic structure potential (GSP) for forest resource reports (FRR) in forestry discipline, how language is used to represent experiential and textual functions and the role of FRR genre. Six FRR written in Malay and three interviews with forestry officers were used as research data in this study. This qualitative genre analysis study utilised SFL analytical frameworks and semi-structured interviews. The findings revealed that FRR is a hybrid genre which constitutes 10 obligatory main elements and 17 sub-elements explicating typical letter and forestry-related genre elements whereby the GSP for FRR takes a linear representation. Besides, the experiential function of FRR genre was used mainly to represent activities performed by forestry officers through the dominant use of Action processes whereby forest areas are seen as the entity most affected by activities taking place. On the other hand, descriptions of forest areas were supplemented mainly through circumstance of Location. Findings on the textual function revealed that FRR genre maintains topic on forest areas as the theme selection, and the overall organisation was established through a derived Theme progression pattern to position specific details of forest areas and its resources. Meanwhile, findings on the role of FRR genre indicated that FRR provides a preliminary observation and information to assist forestry department in deciding future directions and planning of forestry-related matters. The implication of this study centres on how exploration of genre elements, representation of experiential and textual functions and roles can be explored from SFL genre and metafunctional perspective in studying the use of Malay language.
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INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

Most genre studies advocated the advantages in exploring specific uses of language, the textual organisation and sociocultural factors affecting the construction, purpose and language use within a genre (Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010; Halliday, 1978; Martin, 1985; Eggins, 2007). The concept of genre, aptly defined by Martin (1985:248) as ‘how things get done, when language is used to accomplish them’, becomes the starting point of the exploration of language and its use in specific situations or contexts. In order to relate how language is being used to accomplish various communicative purposes, analysis of genre sets out to identify text structures in terms of its functional stages or moves. In addition, it also aims at identifying features that help characterise the text and realise communicative purposes. Therefore, studies investigating genre could help uncover how a text is accomplished with regard to its social and cultural context and communicative purpose by exploring the language use, structure and functions that the genre serves within a particular community (Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010; Eggins, 2007).
Genre analysis observed from the Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) perspective thus far has been successful at interpreting the functions of genre in terms of how language helps to realise its communicative purpose through analysis of the generic structure (Patpong, 2013, Osat, 2012; Fauziah, 2010) and language metafunctions (Forey, 2002; Patpong, 2013; Chakorn, 2010; Idris and Benazir Tanjung, 2014). Language is viewed in SFL as a social semiotic in which language is regarded as a system of meaning-making (Halliday, 1978) which focuses on the relationship between language, text and context (Coffin and Donohue, 2012). Birch (1989:1) proposes that:

‘In a functional theory of language, analysts are not just interested in what language is, but why language is; not just what language means, but how language means’.

(Birch, 1989:1)

SFL both as a language theory and methodological approach has been successful at describing a wide range of domains and disciplines in various languages. Studies investigating professional genres in English (Helan, 2012; Fauziah, 2010; Forey, 2002), French (Caffarel-Cayron and Rechniewski, 2014), Japanese (Mizusawa, 2008) and Thai (Chakorn, 2010) have been successful in obtaining insights on the structure and linguistic features of the respective languages. Differences in terms of the textual and linguistic patterns and realisations are found which add to the body of knowledge on how particular language operates in accomplishing a genre’s purpose. However, studies focusing on professional genres in Malay from SFL perspective is still very much in its infancy. Although studies focusing on Malay literary texts have been explored (Idris, 2012; 2013; Mohammad Fadzeli, 2012), only few studies attempted to investigate professional genres written in Malay (Idris and Benazir Tanjung, 2014). The apparent lack of insights on analysis of professional report genre in Malay acts as an impetus for this study to be conducted. Thus, this study attempted to fill in the gap in this area by analysing one type of Malay professional forestry report genre which is FRR from the SFL perspective.
Previous studies investigating professional report genres have been approached mainly from the English for Specific Purposes (ESP) perspective. Although both ESP and SFL approaches take on a linguistic approach to the study of genre and that both share a fundamental view that linguistic features are connected to social context and function (Yunick, 1997; Hyon, 1996), SFL regards genre as the cultural purpose of text that is expressed through their structural and realisational patterns (Eggins, 1997). Regardless of the differing approaches to the study of professional genres, studies investigating professional report genres are more inclined towards observing the report genre in business disciplines (Mizusawa, 2008; Forey, 2002, Flowerdew and Wan, 2006; 2010; Chakorn, 2010) compared to reports from other disciplines. Despite their similarities, differences and/or overlapping features across disciplinary domains, the report genre is the most common genre found across various professional contexts (Bhatia, 2004). Thus, more studies investigating the report genre in other disciplines are required in order to observe distinctive features of the report genre across all disciplines. Based on the review of literature, investigation on professional report genre in forestry discipline remains undiscovered. This study investigated the FRR genre used in the Malaysian professional forestry context which look into the generic structure, functions, roles and textual organisation that make up the genre from SFL perspective.

1.1 Background of the Study

In recent years, sustainable forest management (SFM) has become the primary goal of forestry institutions worldwide (Jalilova, Khadka, and Vacik, 2012). More recently, forestry discipline has received an increased interest from anthropologists and those outside of the forestry community particularly among scholars and graduate students in European universities which mainly explore forest policies and forest governance and its impact on the communities (Arts and Buizer, 2009; Dang, Turnhout and Arts, 2012; Winkel, 2012; Vainio and Paloniemi, 2012;
Buizer and Herzele, 2012; Jalilova, Khadka and Vacik, 2012; Leipold, 2014). However, these studies, which claim to have been approached from a discourse analysis perspective, have received criticisms in terms of the concept of discourse and the methods used in exploring forest discourses (Winkel, 2012; Leipold, 2014; Arts and Buizer, 2009, Arts et al., 2010). Most of the forestry discourse studies investigating forest policies and governance were based on diverse theoretical orientations and disciplines which resulted in inconsistent and unsystematic definitions of discourse concepts and interpretations (Leipold, 2014; Winkel, 2012; Arts et al., 2010). Consequently, the study of forestry genres from a linguistic perspective remains unexplored and unknown. Further discussions on forestry studies are presented in Chapter 2.

In the local context, it is believed that no attempt has been made on the exploration of professional forestry report genre from a linguistic perspective. Although studies on forest management, its resources and forest management practices have been conducted by forestry professionals and graduate students (Islam, et al., 2010; Mohd. Gani, Wahab and Rasat, 2013; Kamaruzaman and Wan Ahmad, 2003; Mohd Zukki, Abd Manaf and Abu Samah, 2010; Che Muda and Yusoff, 2009), these studies were more theoretically and statistically-oriented. Most of forestry-related studies conducted focused on valuation of forest resources thus providing very little accounts on how forestry management practices are performed with empirical evidences to show the significance of such practices and its direct impact on the forestry community and to others. Leipold (2014:19) acknowledges that forest discourses lack insights from a sociological perspective in which she contends that deeper insights into ‘how control over forests and people is and can be organised through the application of language’. To date, studies within the forestry discipline lack empirical findings on evidences of how forestry-related genres are written in such a way that they are able to achieve the communicative purposes of planning, managing and executing the practice of SFM that is of outmost importance to forestry professionals working at the government department responsible for managing forest resources in Malaysia, such as in the case of the FRR genre. Thus, based on the concerns identified pertaining to the lack of empirical evidences.
accounting for how language is used in the context of forestry discipline, there seems to be a gap which hindered further understanding to be acquired on how the report genre in forestry discipline is constructed and how Malay is used to achieve its purpose.

The motivation for the researcher to embark on this study is to contribute to the developing literature in professional forestry report genre and Malay language use in professional context. Specifically, four key concerns were identified which are: (1) there is a scarcity in empirical research on the nature of forestry professional texts and how genres in the forestry discipline function in the discourse community, (2) there seems to be limited evidence on the structure and functions of forestry-related report genre which could potentially yield insights into how forestry-related concerns are discussed and portrayed in forestry report genre, (3) limited findings on the ways in which Malay is used in the professional context and (4) how does FRR investigated in the study assumes its roles in the forestry discourse communities specifically and to others in general. The gaps identified thus guided the current study to enrich literature in these areas.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

In forestry discipline, sustainable forest management (SFM) has become a global concern of forest institutions worldwide (Jalilova, Khadka and Vacik, 2012) whereby implementation of SFM practices in tropical forests such as Malaysian forests are considered as highly prioritised (Boscolo, Snook and Quevedo, 2009). Being one of the genres that embodies SFM practices implemented by the forestry department responsible for protecting, managing and administering forest resources in Peninsular Malaysia, analysing the roles and functions of FRR genre is deemed to be indispensable in understanding how SFM practices are implemented by Malaysian
forestry professionals. Although analysing FRR genre may not provide the overall outlook on SFM practices implemented by the forestry department investigated in the current study, the findings obtained may provide a glimpse of how these practices are exemplified through the roles and functions of FRR genre in addressing SFM concerns which are of utmost importance to forestry communities both in the local and global contexts. This indeed shows that there is a significant gap that need to be addressed on the exploration of the functions and roles of forestry-related genres.

The functions and roles of a genre can be observed by means of linguistic analysis from SFL perspective by analysing how language is used to serve the genre’s communicative purpose looking into various kinds of meanings represented in the genre. Previous studies (Idris and Benazir Tanjung, 2014; Patpong, 2013; Forey, 2002; Mizusawa, 2008) investigating various kinds of meanings in different genres were successful at deriving findings on the functions of the respective genres. Since concerns have been raised by forestry professionals on the need to explore how genres in forestry discipline serve their functions, roles and the ways in which information are presented and used in the discipline, there is a need to figure out how information presented in FRR genre is structured which contributes to the functions and roles of the genre in its context of use. It is believed that only a limited number of studies investigated forestry genres from a linguistic perspective (Jason, Joseph and Nor Arifah, 2014; Friginal, 2013) and none so far has attempted analysing forestry texts from the SFL perspective. Since this seems to be the existing gap from previous studies, the current study was aimed at investigating the generic structure, functions, meanings and roles of FRR from the SFL perspective.

Thirdly, studies investigating the ways in which Malay is used in a professional context are scarce. Studies focusing on Malay professional texts from a functional perspective are also limited (Idris, 2012). Furthermore, despite the fact that Malay is ranked as one of the top ten most spoken languages in the world (Zuraidah, Knowles and Yong, 2008), being recognised as the official languages of Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore and Brunei (Lee, et al., 1998) and being spoken by
250 million people around the world (Yap, et al., 2010), Malay has not been researched extensively as compared to English, Chinese and Tagalog (Zuraidah, Knowles and Yong, 2008). At this juncture, empirical findings on how Malay is used to realise the communicative functions in a text are crucial and that the results obtained would contribute to new discoveries on the use of Malay as a means for making meanings and accomplishing various communicative purposes from SFL perspective. As Malay scholars strive to uphold Malay to be the language of knowledge – bahasa ilmu (Idris, 2012; Asmah, 2014), the need to explore Malay language is of paramount importance. This can be achieved by exploring the ways in which Malay is used to accomplish a genre’s purpose. This involves looking into how Malay is used to establish a genre’s generic structure and how the roles and functions of a genre are realised in Malay. Thus, the current study is not only motivated to investigate the professional report genre in forestry discipline, but is also inspired to explore the use of Malay in the context of forestry professional texts using SFL theory of language. Overall, based on the existing gap, the current study attempted to explore and investigate the genre of FRR in these three aspects.

1.3 Purpose of the Study

The primary purpose of the current study was to explore the FRR genre in forestry discipline using SFL as a theory of language and as an analytical tool to analyse its generic structure potential, linguistic functions and realisations as well as the roles the genre plays in the context of its use. In order to obtain a complete understanding on the nature of FRR, this study also explored forestry professionals’ experience and engagement with FRR genre. The elements that constitute the generic structure potential (GSP) of FRR that help to accomplish the genre were identified in the study. Additionally, the functions of FRR were also analysed which are derived from the analysis of experiential elements to realise experiential meaning in FRR. Next, the roles of FRR were also investigated in order to derive an
understanding of how the genre serves its functions and roles which are accomplished through language. Finally, this study also aimed at exploring the ways in which FRR is structured in establishing relevance and coherence of the genre to accomplish its functions and roles in the forestry discipline to realise textual meaning in FRR. Although this study focused only one type of forestry professional report genre written in Malay, it is hoped that findings of the current study may contribute to the advancement of knowledge (Larivière, 2011) in Malay professional texts from SFL perspective.

1.4 Research Objectives

The following objectives were outlined to guide the current study:

1. To identify the elements that constitute the generic structure potential (GSP) of forest resource reports (FRR).
2. To examine the functions of forest resource reports (FRR) genre elements realised through the experiential meaning.
3. To explain the roles of forest resource reports (FRR) genre within the forestry discipline in achieving its communicative purpose.
4. To describe the text structure of forest resource reports (FRR) in realising the textual meaning.
1.5 Research Questions

Consistent with the research objectives outlined, four research questions were formulated based on the existing gaps identified and posed as follows:

1. What are the elements that constitute the generic structure potential (GSP) of forest resource reports (FRR)?
2. What are the functions of forest resource reports (FRR) genre elements realised through the experiential meaning?
3. What are the roles of forest resource reports (FRR) genre within the forestry discipline in achieving its communicative purpose?
4. How is the text structured in realising the textual meaning of forest resource reports (FRR)?

1.6 Scope of the Study

This study was conducted in order to obtain deeper insights into the generic structure potential, linguistic functions and realisations as well as the roles of FRR. To fulfill the objectives of this study, a qualitative research paradigm that utilised a genre analysis approach was employed whereby four criteria were used to limit the scope of this study. First is the type of genre investigated in the study. This study investigated FRR genre written and issued by forestry professionals working at one of the forestry district offices in the southern region of Peninsular Malaysia representing the state forestry department. This report is written in the form of an extended letter but elements within the genre show writing conventions that were similar to a conventional report writing style although it is written in a letter form. Most importantly, it is regarded as a report as forestry professionals refer to FRR genre as report (laporan isi hutan) rather than acknowledging it as a letter. Thus, in
this study, the report genre which is written in the form of a letter was acknowledged as a report rather than a letter.

Due to confidentiality issues and limited access to all the documents produced by forestry professionals in the field, the genre investigated includes only those reporting on forest resources. These reports are perceived to be crucial for the forestry department in their decision-making process in order to decide on necessary actions that need to be taken thereby indicating the relevance of the reports to be investigated. FRR is also one of the most important and frequent report genres that forestry officers need to write in their profession and thus would yield significant findings on the common practices of forestry professionals in professional report genre.

The second limiting scope concerned the theoretical orientation of the study. This study was conducted by applying SFL both as a theory of language as well as an analytical tool to investigate how language is used within the field of forestry discipline. As argued by Eggins (2007), the distinct feature of SFL is that it aims at developing both a theory of language as a social process and an analytical methodology that could allow a comprehensive and systematic description of language patterns within its context of use. In SFL, it is claimed that language has three metafunctions that relate to meanings that people need to make in their everyday interaction; experiential (construing human experience), interpersonal (enacting human relationships) and textual (creating discourse) (Halliday, 1994). The current study investigated how experiential and textual meanings are realised in FRR genre through analysis of linguistic features.

The final criterion is the research participants that were involved in the study. Forestry officers that were involved in the semi-structured interviews were those who are familiar with the writing and issuing of FRR as well as executive forestry officers in charge of responding to the reports issued in one of the district and state levels at
the southern region of Peninsular Malaysia. A purposive sampling for the interview sessions were employed so as to obtain rich data with regard to the nature and context of the genre investigated and to ensure that thick descriptions on the structure, linguistic functions and roles of FRR genre could be obtained from those directly in charge of producing FRR.

1.7 Significance of the Study

In the Malaysian context, specifically in the study of Malay language from the SFL perspective, investigation on Malay professional texts has not been researched extensively and through extensive search on MyTo (Malaysian Theses Online), Google Scholar, as well as online journal databases, only few studies (Fauziah, 2010; Yee, 2012) on Malay professional texts were found to be approached from an SFL perspective. Therefore, apart from contributing to existing empirical research on professional texts, enriching limited literature on the forestry professional report genre and contributing to the body of knowledge on SFL explorations of Malay professional texts, findings of the study are significant to (i) forestry professionals and other related parties, (ii) forestry community, (iii) concerns on resource sustainability, (iv) SFL community, and (v) professional report genre literature.

To reiterate, concerns have been raised by forestry professionals on the need to include more sociological perspective on the forestry discipline to investigate the kind of genres that exist in the discipline and the extent to which these genres serve their functions and roles within the forestry community. Firstly, findings of the study may be of value to forestry professionals particularly those who are directly and indirectly involved or responsible for the FRR genre written by and addressed to within the forestry department specifically and to other parties in general. Forestry
professionals and other related parties who may benefit from the findings of the study include i) forestry professionals involved in the writing process of FRR, ii) officers from the district, state and headquarters division involved in the decision-making process of FRR, iii) the Forestry Department of Peninsular Malaysia, iv) the state government, v) the Malaysian government as well as vi) research institutions who are interested in obtaining insights on the practice and planning of sustainable forest management (SFM).

Forestry professionals who are involved in the writing and decision-making process as well as those from the district, state and headquarters divisions may benefit from the findings obtained from the study which make explicit how the functions and roles of FRR genre are represented and accomplished through language. This will allow them to identify whether the standard operating procedures (SOP) of FRR writing and its conventions are conformed to by forestry professionals in charge of the genre which would allow sound evaluation of forest areas to be made judiciously. The state and Malaysian governments as well as research institutions may also benefit from the results of the study as FRR genre is one of the genres that provides a transparent evidence on the implementation of SFM practices conducted by the forestry department as reported and presented in the genre. Thus, this will ultimately help to ensure that necessary actions are taken to ensure that forest areas and its resources are protected, managed and administered accordingly by the forestry department in achieving successful implementation of SFM practices in Malaysia. As SFM is considered a primary concern of forest institutions worldwide (Jalilova, Khadka and Vacik, 2012), results obtained on the analysis of FRR genre which is also a genre which addresses SFM concerns in Malaysian forestry context thus may be of value to the forestry communities at large.

Secondly, findings of the study contributes to one of the niche areas of Universiti Teknologi Malaysia’s (UTM) research which aimed at supporting not only the national agenda concerning the Malaysian education blueprint and National Key Economic Area (NKEA) but also the global grand agenda (UTM website, 2016) as
well as bridging university research that stimulates innovation, encourages collaboration and commercialisation. Figure 1.1 depicts the niche areas of UTM research which support the Malaysian education blueprint, NKEA and the global agenda.

**Figure 1.1**: UTM research niche areas to support national priorities

Figure 1.1 illustrates five niche areas of UTM research which aim to support national priorities. Specifically, findings of the study contribute to the area of resource sustainability which is regarded as an area which ‘deals with local, national and global sustainability issues concerning human interactions with the environment’ (UTM website, 2016). Resources are regarded as the backbone of every economy whereby forests are classified as one of the slowly renewable natural resources (Zaharia and Şuteu, 2011). In this study, the ways in which forests are managed and administered by the district forestry department were analysed. Consequently, the ways in which forestry professionals deal with issues of SFM were highlighted in the study. It is hoped that the results obtained from the study would contribute to the outlook on forest sustainability practices by forestry professionals in charge of managing Peninsular Malaysia’s forest resources thus contributing to a better understanding on pertinent national and global issues on sustainability. Additionally, findings of the study may also be worthy to other research communities outside the forestry discipline such as those from the social sciences and linguistic communities.
interested in exploring the nature of the discipline and understanding the values and cultures of forestry discipline and how texts are constructed within the discipline.

Thirdly, the current study explored the forestry professional reports that to date, have not been explored from the SFL perspective. Thus, analysing professional report genre in the field of forestry would contribute to new knowledge within SFL community while simultaneously provide insights to the forestry community from a linguistics point of view. This study is hoped to make an original contribution to knowledge within SFL perspective into how forestry professional report genre is structured and how the functions and meanings are realised by employing the analysis on language metafunctions proposed by Halliday (1994). New knowledge thus will emerge for analysis of forestry professional report genre from the perspective of SFL in terms of its use in formal settings in achieving the genre’s communicative purpose. To date, research within this scope is limited with few studies focusing on professional forestry research articles (Joseph, Jason and Nor Arifah; 2014, Friginal, 2013) rather than professional forestry genres used in the workplace context therefore indicating the significance for this study to be carried out. Therefore, this study aims to enrich and expand the present knowledge on SFL professional forestry report genre literature.

1.8 Theoretical Framework of the Study

This section presents the theoretical framework which guided the study. SFL theory proposed by Halliday (1978) which is a branch of social semiotics theory was chosen as the overarching theory that steered the study. SFL was proposed in this study since systemic linguists view language as a system of meaning-making in which language and context are highly interrelated in terms of its influence on one another (Halliday, 1978).
There are three integral theoretical foundations that guide the study which are SFL’s theory on social semiotics (Halliday, 1978), language functions (Halliday, 1994) and genre (Martin, 1985). Firstly, analysis of FRR genre capitalised on the belief that language is influenced by social and cultural contexts in which it is used and that the entire process of language use is a semiotic process that involves making meaning by choosing (Halliday, 1978). Halliday (1978) advocates that language is the means by which people interact that must be considered in a social context. Following Halliday’s (1978) notion on social semiotics, it is essential to take into account the ways in which language is used to achieve communicative purpose by assuming useful roles in situations where culture and context are key issues presented in particular text types. Therefore, the current study investigated the roles of FRR genre in relation to its context of use and how language is used to accomplish these roles following Halliday’s (1978) notion on social semiotics.

The second theoretical foundation of the study is based on Halliday’s (1994) notion on language functions. Halliday (1978; 2004) postulates that language evolves across cultures to express simultaneous kinds of meanings to perform three generalised functions referred to in SFL as metafunctions (Halliday, 1978). The metafunctions are (i) ideational or experiential (clause as representation), (ii) interpersonal (clause as exchange) and (iii) textual (clause as message) which express three independent semantic choices. In these study, experiential and textual meanings were analysed in order to investigate how language is used to accomplish FRR genre’s roles, functions and meaning realisations. The experiential metafunction expresses representational meaning of speaker’s particular situation through Transitivity analysis involving analysis of process (verbal group), participants (nominal group) and circumstantial elements (prepositional phrases or adverbials) (Halliday, 1994) while the textual metafunction expresses the organisation of the message in terms of the speaker’s means of organising the message and creating text through Theme analysis involving the analysis of Theme and Rheme (Halliday, 1994; Asmah 1991) and thematic progression (Daneš, 1974). Further discussions on the theory of language from the SFL perspective and analysis of language metafunctions are included in Chapters Two and Three.
The third and final theoretical foundation that sets the study is the genre theory proposed by Martin (1985). In SFL, genre is interpreted by Martin (1992:503) as ‘a staged, goal-oriented social process’ by which a genre is understood to be structured into several stages and steps whereby each genre aims to realise particular communicative goals within a socially-determined context and practices (Martin, 1992). Apart from the concept of genre coined by Martin (1985), Hasan’s (1985) influential work on generic structure potential along with the works of Halliday and Hasan (1985) also sets the theoretical foundation on the analysis of GSP. The generic structure concerns the development of the text which is surrounded by the given context (Takahashi et al., 2004) which refers to the stages that serve particular functions and is embedded within a text to accomplish its social purpose. Further explanations on the concepts of genre and generic structure from SFL perspective are included in Chapter 2. The theoretical framework illustrated in Figure 1.2 presents the working theory that guided this study.
Figure 1.2: Theoretical framework of the study
1.9 Conceptual Framework of the Study

In order to narrow down the theoretical framework discussed in the previous section, this section presents the conceptual framework of the overall study which helps in defining the research problem, establishing theoretical coherence as well as organising the research design and implementation. To investigate the FRR genre in terms of its generic structure potential, linguistic functions and realisations as well as the roles of FRR genre, several key concepts shown in Figure 1.3 are addressed.

This study investigated FRR genre in forestry discipline. Genre theory drawing on from the SFL perspective formed the basis of the theoretical framework of the study as highlighted in Section 1.8. SFL as a theory of language regards language as a system of meaning-making resource was used as a guide to the study of genre in relation to its meanings and functions. The current study explored FRR genre in terms of its language use within the context which probed into analysing how language construes experience by looking at the social actions that are taking place (experiential meaning) as well as how language is organised and playing its part by analysing the coherence of the text with its context of situation (textual meaning).

Apart from analysing the report genre through its functions and meaning portrayal, FRR genre was also analysed to derive findings on the generic structure potential (GSP) for FRR genre following Martin’s definition of genre as ‘a staged, goal-oriented social processes’ (Martin, 1985:25) and Hasan’s (1985) concept of GSP. Thus, identification of the GSP for FRR genre also probed into how meanings are achieved and presented through its goal-oriented social processes and linguistic realisations analysed in FRR genre.
This study explored the GSP, functions and meanings through its linguistic realisations in FRR and the significant roles the genre plays within its context of use. To achieve the aims of the study, document analysis and semi-structured interviews were employed to critically analyse FRR genre. It is hoped that from the findings obtained, the study could obtain valuable insights on FRR genre written by professionals in forestry discipline thus filling the gap that is currently present both within forestry and SFL communities previously deliberated in the chapter. The mapping between GSP for FRR, its linguistic functions, meanings and realisations as well as the roles of FRR genre in forestry discipline is summarised in the conceptual framework illustrated in Figure 1.3.

**Figure 1.3: Conceptual Framework of the Study**
1.10 Definition of Terms

The operational definitions of key terms employed in the context of this study are sequenced in alphabetical order for ease of reference and are presented in Table 1.1.

**Table 1.1: Definition of terminology used in the study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Element</td>
<td>Elements and classes are categories set up to describe units. The elements are structural and will be stated as symbols. The elements set up to describe the structure of the sentence represent the upper limit of systemization; these in turn determine the limits of the classes, since the class of forms operating at each place in the structure of the sentence is a class of the clause.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1956: 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Experiential function</td>
<td>The ‘content’ function of language: it is language as the expression of the processes and other phenomena of the external world, including the world of the speaker’s consciousness, the world of thoughts, feelings and so on.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1974b: 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>A multi-disciplinary field that incorporates many scientific disciplines; soils, wildlife, civil engineering, economics, ecology, agriculture, environmental science, recreation, silviculture and utilisation of timber products.</td>
<td>Green, 2006: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Terminology</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Functional approach</td>
<td>The essential feature of a functional theory is not that it enables us to enumerate and classify the functions of speech acts, but that it provides a basis for explaining the nature of the language system, since the system itself reflects the functions that it has evolved to serve.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1971a:65-66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>A staged, goal-oriented, and purposeful social activity that people engage in as members of their culture. Genres are how things get done, when language is used to accomplish them.</td>
<td>Martin, 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Generic Structure</td>
<td>A specification of a genre’s text structure and the sub-potential for the process of a given text type through identification of optional, obligatory and iterative elements and their order in a text.</td>
<td>Hasan, 1985:56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ideational Function</td>
<td>The ideational function is that part of the grammar concerned with the expression of experience; including both the processes and those of consciousness – and the logical relations deducible form them. The ideational component thus has two sub-components, the experiential and the logical.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1973:99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Language is best regarded as a form of activity. Specifically, it is a form of activity of human beings in societies; and it has the property of being patterned.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1974:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Terminology</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
<td>Meaning is at the same time both a component of social action and a symbolic representation of the structure of social action. The semiotic structure of the environment – the ongoing social activity, the roles and the statuses, and the interactional channels – both determines the meanings exchanged and is created by and formed out of them.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1976:143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Realisation</td>
<td>The concept of realisation is called by different names in English, exponence, implementation, manifestation as well as realisation.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1976a:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Report</td>
<td>A text that classifies and describes a phenomenon. In this study, the report refers to the forest resource report (FRR) that is written in a form of an extended letter but contains elements of a report.</td>
<td>Martin and Rose, 2008: 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Roles</td>
<td>Refers to the context of situation in which culture and context are presented in texts.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1978: 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Social Semiotic</td>
<td>The general science of signs which has its basic discipline linguistics, the science of verbal signs.</td>
<td>Jakobson, 1960:289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Texts</td>
<td>Highest unit on the rank scale of semantics operating in a context of situation; it is language functioning in context.</td>
<td>Halliday, 1976: 74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.11 Thesis Overview

This thesis is organised into seven chapters. The content of the first chapter had been summarised at the beginning of this chapter. In the second chapter, comprehensive reviews of literature on SFL, genre theories, professional report genres as well as the nature of forestry discipline and Malay language are presented. In the third chapter, methodological approach concerning research design, research data and participants, research procedure, results of preliminary study and data analysis procedure are described and justified. In Chapter 4, results of the study exploring the elements and GSP for FRR are reported. Chapter 5 is also addressing...
the results of the study related to the representation of experience (Experiential meaning) and the roles of FRR. Chapter 6 is also reporting on the results of the study related to theme selection and meaning organisation (Textual analysis) in FRR. The final chapter (Chapter 7) concludes the study and marks the end of this thesis.

1.12 Summary

This chapter provides an overall view on significant insights into the relevance of the current study. It discusses established acknowledgements with regard to literature in general and presented the probable ways in which genre can be understood and explored. Additionally, there is also a discussion on the general view of genre and SFL theory of language. Additionally, the chapter serves as a guideline of this study where the introduction, background of the study, statement of problem, statement of purpose, research objectives, research questions, significance of the study, scope of the study, theoretical and conceptual frameworks as well as the definition of terms are presented. The next chapter presents an in-depth account of relevant theories on SFL and genre analysis along with a discussion on relevant studies addressing these areas which have contributed to the construction of the objectives and research questions in this introductory chapter.
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